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Optimizing Brain Fitness

Scope:

You can increase the power of your brain through your own effort. The brain’s ability to change in response to experience—called plasticity—is the key to understanding the brain’s development. The good news is that no matter how old you are, you can still take an active part in influencing brain plasticity. The brain is dependent on your experiences and continues to evolve throughout your lifespan.

In order to improve your brain, it’s necessary to understand how it works. In this course you will learn how the brain is organized, how it develops, and how messages are transmitted through the brain’s electrochemical pathways. Neuroscientists like to say that “cells that fire together wire together.” Think of brain circuits like friendships: Those that are maintained and enriched will endure, while those that are neglected disappear.

Enriched environments are the key to optimal brain development. Laboratory animals provided with toys, companions, and more spacious living conditions grow additional brain cells. They also get smarter and perform better on behavioral tests such as wending their way through mazes. In humans, sensory and social deprivation early in life leads to decreases in intelligence, emotional health, and adaptation. But this dependence on the richness of environmental stimulation is not limited to early development. At every moment, your activities and your thoughts are modifying your brain. Intelligence is not something like eye color that you’re born with and cannot change—it is a dynamic process that can be favorably influenced by choices you make.

Proper diet, exercise, and sleep are critical for optimal brain functioning. In general, what’s good for the heart is good for the brain. By cutting down on empty calories in your diet, you can avoid obesity, which is now recognized as a risk factor for late-life dementia and other cognitive deficits. Research shows that regular exercise brings about positive changes in the brain function of children as well as adults. Simple, straightforward measures to
improve sleep can also lead to big dividends at every age. More sleep, for instance, is characteristic of high-achieving students. Power naps can also help to enhance memory consolidation and cognitive performance.

Attention—also referred to as focus and concentration—must be rock solid in order to marshal the effort needed to improve your brain’s performance. Attention in the mental sphere is the equivalent of endurance in the physical sphere. Just as an athlete cannot perform optimally without endurance, you cannot expect to achieve a superpower brain without being able to laser focus your mental energies. In order to do this, you must successfully manage 2 key factors in our current culture: distraction and multitasking. When you focus your attention on something, you have an easier time learning it and are more likely to remember it. The more you learn and the better you remember it, the greater your power to retrieve and use that information.

But if any piece of information can be instantly retrieved via a Google search, why bother to remember it? Because the act of remembering something facilitates the activation and retention of circuits within the brain that contribute to the brain’s optimal functioning. Overreliance on electronic information aids can result in a disuse atrophy of your memory powers, but this atrophy can be overcome by deliberate efforts to improve memory. You’ll learn how to enlist all of your senses in exercises and techniques that can enhance brain function in visual imagery, imagination, and long-term memory.

Working memory, also known as short-term memory, is the key to the most important mental operation carried out by the human brain: manipulating stored information. By improving your working memory, you can increase your intelligence as measured by standardized tests, along with such indirect measurements of intelligence as occupational achievement and creativity. Deliberate practice is the key to improving performance and creativity in all areas of human endeavor, including work and play.

Modern technology can be distracting, but it can be used to improve brain function. Think of technological aids as coextensions of your brain, capable of acting as brain boosters. A laptop computer, for instance, functions as a powerful and refined electronic extension of brain assistants dating back
to the earliest writing instruments. Video games, wisely used, can help you notice more, concentrate better, respond more quickly, and acquire specific real-world skills.

By challenging your brain to learn new information throughout your life, you build up cognitive reserve. This is analogous to monetary reserve: The more you have accumulated over your lifetime, the less susceptible you will be to deficits in your later years. In general, the more education and knowledge people acquire over their lifetime, the less likely they are in their later years to be diagnosed with dementia. In this practical course, you’ll learn what steps you can take in your own life to enhance your brain function.
Listening to this lecture will change your brain. While you are hearing my words, your brain is shaping thoughts and images. You are remembering and associating what I’m saying with your experiences. You’re forming new networks of ideas which are encoded in your brain’s circuitry.

It was traditionally thought the brain was fully formed by adulthood, but in recent years neurobiologists have discovered that our brains continue to change throughout our lives, thanks to the phenomenon of plasticity. In this course we’ll learn how you can take advantage of this exciting new research to optimize your brain fitness.

Let’s look briefly at 3 of the important functions we’ll explore in this course. The first is attention, which means focusing the mind on one thing at a time. Attention is the gateway to top-notch performance in math, reading, and auditory and visual memory. It is the coordinator of brain networks involving things like sensation, movement, emotions, and thinking. The second function is general memory. When we exercise our memory, we activate and maintain widely scattered circuits throughout the brain. In a future lecture we will discuss easy methods for developing a powerful memory. The third function is a special kind of memory: working memory. This is the most important mental operation carried out by the adult human brain. We use our working memory when we simultaneously keep multiple things “in mind” and mentally manipulate them.

As we’ll see in later lectures, it’s important to understand how to take advantage of the brain’s various modes of processing and select the one that at any given moment is best. The more you learn about the brain, the greater your ability to apply meaningful exercises that will help you. Let’s first cover a few basic principles of brain operation.

The frontal lobes are the CEO of the brain and the seat of controlled brain processing. They are linked with everything that distinguishes us from other
animals, including foreseeing consequences of our actions, sequencing things, and executive control. But of course many of our actions aren’t based on controlled processing: They occur on the basis of automatic processing. With automatic processing, choices are made with no sense of effort. Things just sort of happen, like walking across a room, eating a meal, or driving to the drugstore. When we encounter something unexpected and have to think about it or have to explain something to someone else, we shift to controlled processing.

Automatic processing is centered toward the back of the brain: the occipital, parietal, and temporal lobes. Controlled processing, however, mainly involves the anterior areas of the brain: the prefrontal and frontal areas. Cognition involves the whole brain and special senses—we have specific processes such as reading, writing, listening, or talking that we can’t localize to one particular part of the brain. Emotions are a little bit more localizable: They involve deeper brain structures forming the limbic circuit and the right hemisphere. How does the brain manage to integrate our inner and outer experiences? As you may know, brain function is localized. The right and left hemispheres each have different specializations, and each lobe in the hemispheres is concerned with specific processes. But despite the multiplicity of brain areas and functions, we experience the world as a unity.

Here’s the key insight about how the brain works—information is the unit of exchange. It can range from the words you’re reading now to the chemical exchanges occurring as each of your brain cells communicate with others. What about brain organization: Is the brain one vast interconnected fused...
network of fibers, or are the nerve cells physically separated from each other? In fact, brain cells are connected similarly to how people on cell phones are connected. They’re in touch with each other, but they’re not physically connected. There can be strong or weak connections caused by distance, interference, and competing signals. In addition, there is entanglement: The neurons’ branches are tightly entangled with each other. Think of the brain as a gigantic bowl of spaghetti, with each noodle highly branched and entangled but not quite physically connected with the others.

So far, we have learned that brain circuits and nerve cells can increase in number, and that each brain is the result of individual experiences and choices. The richer and more varied the experiences, the more enhanced the brain function. In other words, what you do shapes your brain’s structure and function. We have also seen that the electrochemical activity in circuits determines their fate: “Cells that fire together, wire together.” Information is widely disseminated among neurons, leading to higher-order processing such as memory, imagination, and creativity. The important thing is that
the brain remains modifiable throughout our lives. In the next lecture, we’ll learn more about our ability to change our brains through experience as we examine brain plasticity in more detail.

**Suggested Reading**

Fields, *The Other Brain*.

LeDoux, *Synaptic Self*.

Purves, *Neuroscience*.

Purves et al., *Principles of Cognitive Neuroscience*.

**Questions to Consider**

1. How might the brain processing involved in hitting a baseball differ from that of teaching someone to hit a baseball?

2. What are the capabilities and the limitations of brain imaging?
How Your Brain Changes
Lecture 2

Technology can also bring about changes in the brain thanks to plasticity. Our widespread use of Internet-based technologies leads to changes in our thinking patterns involving superficial approaches to knowledge: scanning, skimming, “idea shopping,” browsing, and multitasking.

Now that we’ve learned something about how your brain is organized, let’s talk about how changes in your brain can improve the way you function in day-to-day life. Intelligence was traditionally considered to be fixed—something we’re born with, like eye color. But there has been a revolutionary transformation in our thinking: Intelligence is not a fixed trait but can be modified over a lifespan. James Flynn, an intelligence researcher at the University of Otago in Dunedin, New Zealand, demonstrated that from 1947 to 2002, Americans gained 24 points on testing for similarities but only 4 points on vocabulary and 2 points on math. Why was there such a gain only in similarities? It is because we’re using our intelligence in different ways. We have more education and more leisure activities, and in the process we have altered the balance between the abstract and the concrete.

Brain research was revolutionized by the discovery of plasticity, the science of which is simple: (1) When you exercise your brain, you release natural growth factors and influence neurotransmitters, which enhance your brain’s level of performance. (2) The efficiency of cell-to-cell communication via chemical messengers increases. (3) There is a remapping of the functional connections among neurons, as new things are learned new maps are created, or old maps altered. (4) Alternative circuits can be established to compensate for lost or injured areas.

Circuits and networks—not the number of nerve cells—are the key to improved function. Learning is the means of establishing and maintaining these circuits. Think of brain circuits like friendships: Those that are maintained and enriched will endure; those that are neglected will disappear.
Maintenance, novelty, and enriched experiences are like fertilizer on the brain and bring about growth and development.

How do we know this? Here is a human example of enriched experience. If you have been to London and taken cabs, you have seen that London cab drivers really know the city. You tell them where you want to go, and they don’t have to consult anything—they take you right there. That’s not by accident: They study the streets of London for 2 years and take a competitive test for their job. Not surprisingly, a study of London cab drivers shows that they have a larger than average hippocampus, with size related to years of driving experience.

In this lecture we have talked about 2 main points: Your brain and your intelligence can change throughout your lifespan. And most important, you are able to shape those changes in your own brain. In the next lecture, we’ll move from plasticity to the importance for brain health of what you eat, how you exercise, and how well you sleep.

---

**Plasticity-Enhancing Exercises**

We often pay insufficient attention to what our senses are telling us, so it is helpful to exercise our elementary physical sensations. There are 3 types of exercises I’d like you to practice: visual and auditory exercises, sensory and motor exercises involving hand dexterity, and peripersonal space exercises. Here are a few examples for you to try.

**Visual exercises.** Actors have always used sense memory, which they have traditionally practiced with a coffee cup. Give it a try: Hold the cup; recognize and memorize its height, its color, its composition; any ridges or design it has; and light reflections. Now involve your other senses: How does it feel? How heavy is it? You are trying to re-create the cup in your brain. The same brain circuits are involved as when dealing with exploring the real cup. An actor can make the
audience “see” a cup that he’s not actually holding because of this ability. Pick any other object that interests you, and re-create it via a similar exercise.

**Auditory exercises.** In the 1950s, Jack Foley at Universal Pictures came up with the idea of assembling a studio where he could create live sound effects for movies by using simple and readily available sources. This required a sharp ear for sounds—for instance, crumpling a newspaper sounds like fire. Try it for yourself. Close your eyes, roll a newspaper up, put it to your ear, and crumple it. It sounds just like a fire. Foley artists need a sharp ear for the sounds of everyday objects to create their special effects. For instance, the laser blasts in *Star Wars* were made by taking a hammer and hitting a high-tension wire that supports an antenna. As a sound exercise, listen to the things around you in order to sharpen your sensitivity. Try to figure out what sounds might be substituted for others.

**Motor exercises.** Exercises involving the hand are functionally related to the brain. Developing nimble fingers is a surefire way of improving brain function: Take up juggling or a hobby that requires fine detail work like knitting, painting, or drawing.

**Peripersonal space exercises.** These exercises have to do with a virtual envelope around the skin’s surface that extends our body boundaries. Try this exercise: Move your hands toward each other so that your fingers touch. It’s not very hard to do. But try it with your eyes closed, and you’ll find that it’s difficult because you don’t have much experience doing it. You’re not initially able to do well because of your brain’s overreliance on vision. Take up a sport that demands an awareness of your body boundary and its extensions. Tennis is a good example: You have to know where your arm is, where you’re standing, and how to correlate exactly where to place the ball so it’s just within the court. This type of exercise will help you achieve an enhanced kinesthetic sense.
Suggested Reading

Fields, *The Other Brain.*
LeDoux, *Synaptic Self.*
Nisbett, *Intelligence and How to Get It.*
Purves, *Neuroscience.*
Purves et al., *Principles of Cognitive Neuroscience.*
Restak, *Mozart’s Brain and the Fighter Pilot.*
Schwartz and Begley, *The Mind and the Brain.*
Older adults with a history of exercise have better-preserved brains than those who have not exercised.

There are 3 prongs to the care and feeding of the brain: diet, sleep, and exercise. First we examine diet. Obesity is cognitively harmful, and controlling your weight is a way of improving your brain. But how much caloric restriction is necessary? The class of foods chosen is less important than the number of calories eaten. Sixty-five years of animal research shows that the rate of degenerative disease is slowed by caloric restriction, which means a balanced reduction of protein, fat, and carbs without reduction of nutrient content. It’s been shown that animals that eat 35% fewer calories live 35% longer. They are also healthier and have enhanced cognitive performance.

Would a severely decreased caloric diet work in humans as well? A National Institute of Aging study showed that a 25% caloric restriction resulted in a lowering of body temperature and insulin levels, which suggests that such a diet might work. But a key issue here is that few people would be willing to conform to such a diet. Fortunately, keeping calories low enough to prevent obesity may be sufficient.

Let’s explore the harmful cognitive effects of obesity. Animal research shows that diets high in saturated fats lead to animals’ underperformance on tests of memory and tests of reinforcing rewards (e.g., pressing a button to get food). Similar effects are likely in humans—reduction in fats and “empty calories” will improve memory and brain function. A new insight is that addiction and obesity are linked together. High-fat, high-calorie diets decrease the responsiveness of the brain’s pleasure centers. Changes in brain chemistry involving dopamine and opioids lead to compulsive eating patterns. Obesity and addiction may result from similar maladaptations in the brain’s reward systems.
The bottom line is that eliminating obesity isn’t always easy, but it is worth the effort because of the effects on the brain. Start by eliminating from your diet those foods that can be proven to cause harm. First eliminate trans fats—fats that are formed when liquid oils are transformed into solid fats by adding hydrogen to vegetable oil. Avoid hydrogenated and partially hydrogenated foods. Fast foods are the worst: fried chicken, fried fish, biscuits, French fries, potato chips, doughnuts, and muffins. Substitute them in your diet with fruits, vegetables, chicken, whole-grain breads, and green leafy vegetables.

Another important food source is omega-3 unsaturated fatty acids. They’re found in oily fish like mackerel, salmon, trout, herring, and sardines. Omega-3s improve mental clarity and may decrease the likelihood of depression. Two servings a week is probably sufficient, and farmed fish is probably better than wild fish.

The second prong of care and feeding of the brain is sleep and naps. In our hard-driving culture, we tend to hate downtime and disapprove of sleep and naps. As a result, we are sleeping 45 minutes less per day than a generation

A healthy diet with ample vegetables and fish can improve mental clarity.
ago. But sleep and naps are actually not a waste of time: Sleep-impaired judgment and performance are as disabling as alcohol intoxication. The more people sleep, the better they perform. The top students at any school sleep more than their compatriots.

Consolidation is the fixing of memories that occurs whether we’re awake or asleep. Enhancement, which is improving upon what you have learned, occurs during sleep; it’s what’s called an off-line effect. This all has practical implications: You can improve your learning by scheduling sleep. The initial consolidation of something new takes about 6 hours, so don’t take up a new activity within that same framework. Sleep on what you’ve learned; your brain circuits will be refreshed.

Let’s talk about the power of naps. A power nap is nearly as powerful a skill-memory enhancer as a night’s sleep. For instance, finger dexterity increases 16% after a nap. Learning facts, words, concepts, and creativity are also improved. But there’s a paradox involved in establishing the nap habit: You can’t force it. The more you try to force yourself to sleep, the more awake you will be. And naps must be short so as not to interfere with nighttime sleeping. Think of naps as an opportunity for memory consolidation and enhancement, refreshing the brain circuits involved in learning and memory, and an easy way to power down and increase your creative powers.

The third prong in care and feeding is exercise. The benefits of exercise include increased blood flow and new capillaries around neurons, increased production of new neurons and more interconnections between neurons, and the protection of dopamine neurons from neurotoxins. Exercise also leads to elevations in nerve growth factor and preferentially enhances prefrontal executive processes. The positive balance in neurotransmitters brought about by exercise can even function just like an antidepressant. And a daily 1-mile walk reduces dementia risk by 50%.
We can optimize brain function by paying attention to what we eat, how well we sleep, and how much we exercise. Look for ways to make fitness fun: Get together with friends and take long walks or play a sport. In the next lecture, we’ll see how brain optimization can be fun—we’ll talk about creativity and puzzles.

**Suggested Reading**

Arehart-Treichel, “Obesity Linked to Changes in Cognitive Patterns.”
Barberger-Gateau, “Dietary Patterns and Risk of Dementia.”
Mahoney and Restak, *The Longevity Strategy.*
Morris, “Association of Vegetable and Fruit Consumption.”

**Questions to Consider**

1. How do your dietary choices impact your brain function?
2. How do the effects of sleep and naps differ?
William Dement asked his students this riddle: “Consider the letters H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O. Now, this sequence should suggest one word. What is that word?” Some students got it right away. Other ones didn’t, and he asked them to dream about it and come in the next day and tell him about their dreams. The students dreamed of hunting sharks, skin diving, being caught in a heavy rain. Does that give you a hint? We’re talking about the chemical formula for water: H₂O is the answer, which is the letters H to O in the sequence.

Although everyone agrees about the value of creativity, until recently we knew little about the brain processes underlying it. You may know that the 2 brain hemispheres are specialized: The left is more important for verbal and symbolic processing; the right is important for processing visual-spatial information and is involved with emotional perception and expression. The brain uses the most appropriate hemisphere for a specific task, with assistance from the other hemisphere. For instance, the right hemisphere is not the language hemisphere but can do a little bit of reading. There is an important principle here: You can increase efficiency by activating different brain areas.

Creativity is based on 3 thinking patterns: verbal language, in which unwarranted assumptions can trip us up; music and math, which require the understanding of fundamentals; and visual thinking, which is often the key to creative thinking by envisioning and manipulating information.

Mind wandering (a.k.a. daydreaming) is an everyday power-down state. It’s traditionally frowned upon but also very common: 30% of people admit to mind wandering. There’s nothing wrong with it: Mind wanderers tend to score high on creativity. When the mind wanders, the brain’s executive centers are activated along with a default network. The combination of these 2 networks may explain the link between mind wandering and creativity.
As a practical solution let your mind putter around for a bit so your brain is free to wander productively. But don’t overdo mind wandering; it’s best in small doses. You need to allow your mind to wander if you want to be creative, but you also need to catch the creative idea. Also important is the contribution of sleep, with or without dreams. Several scientific discoveries have been attributed to ideas that came in dreams.

**We are verbal creatures, and our brains thrive on words.**

Both creativity and divergent thinking involve fluency, which means rapidly producing multiple possible solutions to the problem; elaboration, which means thinking through the details of the problem; flexibility, which means entertaining multiple approaches to the problem simultaneously; and originality, which means coming up with ideas that don’t occur to most people.

The goals for divergent thinking are (1) to achieve a spontaneous, random, unorganized, and free-flowing manner of thinking and (2) to loosen the control of the left hemisphere and allow the emergence of less structured, nonverbal material to emerge from the right hemisphere. Some methods for this are brainstorming, mind mapping, and free writing.

Now that we know something about brain geography, let’s see how we can use that knowledge to enhance our creativity—and even have some fun in the process. One way to enhance brain function is through creative play. Puzzles, word games, and humor are marked by uncertainty and ambiguity, which test our brains in unaccustomed ways. We tend to resist not having answers to questions that we are asked, which leads to premature closure—reaching a conclusion or accepting an explanation before examining the facts and the logical conclusions flowing from these facts.

I suggest that you embrace ambiguity as a means of enhancing your brain. Puzzles are uniquely appropriate for this. Here’s one: What occurs twice in a moment, once every minute, yet never in a billion years? To solve it, forget about analyzing units of time. Think in terms of the words and letters: moment, minute, and a billion years. The answer is the letter “m.”
Develop an interest in word games. We are verbal creatures, and our brains thrive on words. As we learn new words, we expand our mental horizons. Word puzzles call on our left hemisphere, which mediates words and language.

Here’s a fun word puzzle: Have a friend cut the words from the caption of a cartoon and rearrange them. See if you can restore the punch line by putting the words back in their correct order. Puzzles involving cartoons strengthen the brain’s ability to switch points of view and think about things in unusual ways. They also challenge the brain to work with ambiguity and uncertainty. As another word challenge, have someone cut and scramble the frames of a comic strip, and then see if you can rearrange them into their correct order. This exercise tests your puzzle-solving ability, sense of timing, and logic.

So how should we approach solving puzzles? First, just try something! Getting started may be the hardest step. Even a wild guess is fine, because figuring out why the guess doesn’t work helps you decide where to focus your efforts. Second, persist! The biggest reason for not solving puzzles is giving up. If you feel you can’t persist any longer, then look up the answer. It’s OK: Looking at the answer isn’t cheating but simply helping your brain learn principles that will be useful in future puzzles. Understand why the answer was correct, and then imagine how you might have gotten the answer yourself. You can also try setting time limits. The brain can almost always work faster if you ask it to.

Puzzles, riddles, and jokes enhance the brain by encouraging reasoning, logic, visual imagination, spatial thinking, working memory, and
creativity. Equally important, puzzles, riddles, brainteasers, and jokes are just plain fun!

Brain Teaser

Brain teasers can help you enhance concentration, visual thinking, and creativity. Here is one of my favorites.

You are in a room with 3 light switches that turn on 3 light bulbs in another room. You can turn on only 2 of the switches, and you’re allowed only 1 trip into the room to check which 2 light bulbs are on. How do you decide which switch turns on which bulb?

There is an unwarranted assumption here—a premature closure. The terms “light bulb,” “lights,” and “turn on” suggest a visual approach, but think about what other senses might be even more helpful in solving the puzzle. Touch, the most primitive sense, will actually provide the solution.

Have you come to the solution yet? Turn 2 switches on for 10 or more minutes. Turn 1 of them off, and then go into the other room. The bulb that is still lit is controlled by the switch you left on. Now touch the other 2 bulbs. The switch you turned off controls the one that is warm. The third switch controls the other light bulb.

Suggested Reading

Chatfield, Fun Inc.

Edelman and Tononi, A Universe of Consciousness.
Focusing Your Attention
Lecture 5

The brain really thrives on getting information and paying attention. ... The arts, sports, and everyday living all provide opportunities to strengthen attention.

Attention—also referred to as focus or concentration—must be rock solid to marshal the effort needed to improve your brain’s performance. Attention in the mental sphere is akin to endurance in the physical sphere. Like an athlete, you can learn to focus your mental energies, but to do that you must successfully manage challenging factors in our culture: distraction and multitasking.

To be fully attentive, first of all, we have to be awake. This is a fairly commonsense idea; if we’re asleep, we’re not attending to anything. When we’re awake, our attention depends on the degree of wakefulness—if we’re drowsy, day dreaming, or stressed, we have decreased focus and attention. We have to be in the narrow continuum where we have highly focused attention; then we’ll be able to look at something and get all the details about it.

Let’s talk about inattention. As a rule, we don’t realize that we’re being inattentive. You can think of it as a psychic blind spot. Road accidents, for instance, occur as a result of inattentive drivers and/or pedestrians. We think we see more than we do, and that has consequences. Attention failures are especially serious in our current culture, dominated by fast-response technologies. You’re sitting there thinking about something, and you fire off an e-mail before paying attention to the consequences. Or you reach for that cell phone while driving on the highway at 70 mph, leading to an accident.

The biggest impediment to sustained attention in our culture is multitasking. First of all, multitasking is a myth: We’re actually doing things sequentially, not concurrently. Interference effects with the use of the same channel dictate that I can only listen to so many conversations at one time. However,
I may be able to listen to a conversation and read something simultaneously, because they’re not interfering with one another.

The more people multitask, the worse they do. They become more distractible, and they have problems distinguishing relevant from irrelevant information. There’s also loss of organization and of the ability to think for oneself. We need to slow down and pay attention to think most efficiently and creatively—in a word, ponder.

Let’s talk about the benefits of attention training. It improves concentration, frontal functioning, I.Q., sequencing, context, drive, and executive control. This lecture guide includes short-term memory exercises that you can use to improve your attention. They will help you with math and reading proficiency, and enhanced performance in attention, concentration, sequencing, and auditory and visual short-term memory. They’re also linked with I.Q., which of course is the first thing to decrease with aging.

**Multitasking is a myth:**
**We’re actually doing things sequentially, not concurrently.**

Music training is also wonderful for attention. Research shows that after 15 months, structural changes occur in brain circuits used for music processing. Enhanced musical ability is related to motor and auditory skills; in some instances, I.Q. increases as well. Athletics are also good for attention. Sports combine all sensory spheres and eventually lead to the development of what is referred to as muscle memory (but is actually brain memory). Concentrate on your areas of weakness. For instance, if you play tennis and have a weak serve, focus on that.

The greatest challenge that we face in our culture may be trying to enrich our powers of attention while accommodating our society’s increasing demands for multitasking. We have to do some multitasking, but we don’t want to drive away our attentional powers. In the next lecture, we’ll talk about something closely related to attention: memory. If you can’t attend, then you obviously can’t remember. We’ll look at how improving your attentional powers can enhance your memory.
Short-Term Memory Exercises

Here are some techniques to keep in mind for memory exercises:

- Focus—be sure to pay attention.
- Use as many senses as you can.
- Put the information in the form of an image—the more dramatic the better.

**Visual exercise.** Look at a series of pictures rapidly. Then close your eyes and try to describe them. This measures both your attention and your memory.

**Auditory attention exercise.** Try a game called “Clap Your Name.” Let’s say your name is Richard. Spell it out, R-I-C-H-A-R-D, by slapping your thigh for each of the consonants and clapping your hands for each of the vowels. You will develop your attention to the auditions, the sound of it. For an added challenge, you can do this simultaneously with someone else.

**Sustained and selective attention exercise.** Quickly dictate into a voice recorder a long string of randomly selected letters and numbers. Later on, listen to them and tally only the numbers or only the letters. This works even better if you get someone else to read them for you: You respond by signaling only when you’ve heard either a letter or a number.

**Divided attention exercise.** Practice attending to 2 tasks at once. For instance, rapidly tap your finger while attending to a news story on the radio.

**Processing speed exercise.** See how quickly you can shuffle a deck of cards and then break the cards into suits and put them in order.
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A lot of times we go through life without remembering what we’re doing. Have you ever noticed someone looking at a watch and then a second later you ask them, “What time is it?” and they look again? Why would that be? Didn’t they just look? Don’t they remember exactly what they saw? It’s an example of where we are not paying attention to our sensory input.

With this lecture, we begin to explore the many forms of memory and what you can do to improve your memory. When you think about it, memory is the natural extension of attention and learning. You can’t use information that you can’t recall—but you can’t recall what you haven’t attended to. The act of memory facilitates the formation, activation, and retention of circuits that contribute to the brain’s optimal functioning. In a way, we are the sum total of the memory we retain. Without memory we wouldn’t know who we were.

Memory is controlled by a key region, the hippocampus, which regulates the inward flow of information prior to its distribution to the rest of the brain. Memory forms the basis for personal identity and is also key to thinking. Hippocampal disease is accompanied by disturbances in memory—Alzheimer’s disease is a well-known example. Recalling the past and imagining the future are both functions of the hippocampus. To imagine a future event, you have to have some memory of many past events.

The plethora of technology in our modern society means we don’t have to remember things. This leads to disuse atrophy—but you can overcome it by deliberate effort to improve your memory. This can stave off Alzheimer’s disease, hone your attentional abilities, and link memory with other cognitive processes such as learning and creativity. Some people have great memories—you ask them something, and they’re able to tell you the answer and to remember it even months later. Other people have weak memories. The distinguishing feature is retrieval. Memories are best coded and retrieved when linked with an image or an emotion.
There are many types of memory, but here we will concentrate on declarative memory. Declarative memories are consciously accessible memories that are infinite. Vocabulary is a good example; there’s no limit to how many words you can learn. A nondeclarative memory, in contrast, is something that really can’t be put into words. Knowing how to ride a bicycle or do a double-flip off a diving board are examples of nondeclarative memory. These are things that you have to learn by doing.

The most important principle for improving your memory is focusing your attention on what you’re trying to learn.

Remember: The most important principle for improving your memory is focusing your attention on what you’re trying to learn. You should start with sense memory because that’s the brain’s initial recording of physical sensations as they impinge on our sense organs. This includes what we see, hear, touch, taste, and smell. Too often, sensation occurs outside of awareness. Here are some exercises that can help you enhance memory via heightening your conscious awareness.

A powerful short-term memory strengthening exercise is called the digit-span exercise. Try it first with auditory recall. Read into a recorder a series of 5-, 6-, 7-, and 8-digit strings. You’ll probably want to group them so that all the 5-digit strings are together, the 6-digit strings are together, and so on. Then put them aside for a while and clear your mind. Several hours later, listen to the lists, pause, and then write down as many of the strings as you can recall. Then play the recording to check for accuracy. You can also do this exercise visually by writing the digit lists on a piece of paper. Write a list, turn it face down, look at it quickly, and then try to remember the sequence. The visual and auditory spans focus attention and concentration. A typical adult digit span is between 5 and 7. Start at 5 and build it up through practice.

Why bother to practice and lengthen the digit span, you might ask? Don’t be fooled by the apparent simplicity of this exercise; this is a powerful way of improving brain function in multiple areas. The digit span is a predictor
of math and reading abilities and of enhanced performance in attention, concentration, sequencing, and auditory and visual short-term memory.

Short-term memory needs to be in active rehearsal in order to be moved to long-term memory. But rehearsal alone isn’t sufficient; depth of processing is required. Rote repetition is not as effective as working with the information. Memorization of dates, for instance, is not as effective as writing an essay on what happened on a particular date. Depth of processing increases the web of connections among stored memories.

Repeated testing is also key for long-term memory. Tests should include old as well as new material. Do you remember those ornery professors

---

**Spices and Sense Memory**

Olfaction sensory fibers are the most direct point of sensory input—they connect directly to the brain. Let’s sharpen our special senses of taste and smell. Start by taking an array of spices and setting them out on a table. Close your eyes, and identify by smell alone such things as oregano, mint, minced onion, sage, sweet basil, orange, cumin, and black pepper.

Next, take this knowledge and progress to identifying spices in a meal that you are eating. If you’re in a restaurant, ask what spices the chef used. When you’re making a meal with spices, try not putting the spices in a certain half. Do you taste the difference?
from college who unexpectedly went back and retested you on things you had already been tested on? Well, it turns out those professors were on to something. Repeated testing is more effective for long-term learning. Why? The neuronal networks are strengthened each time the memory is retrieved. It’s similar to physical training: After you build up a muscle or muscle group, you have to keep exercising it to avoid disuse atrophy.

In our next lecture, we’ll discuss the most important memory process of all—working memory.
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Our intelligence is related to our ability to transfer information from working memory to long-term memory. ... In fact, the greater the working memory, the higher the verbal score on the Scholastic Aptitude Test and ... IQ tests.

Working memory is central to the most important mental operation carried out by the human brain: manipulating stored information. Working memory involves a relatively small number of items that are simultaneously kept track of, and the number of items and the ease of recall varies from one person to another. The good news is that working memory can be improved by practice.

First let’s look at an example of when we might use working memory in our everyday lives. Perhaps you want to throw a dinner party composed of people who may or may not be compatible. Imagine a group of 12 people composed of neighbors, coworkers from your job, coworkers from your husband’s job—a mixed group. You have to mentally review people, their personalities, and your impression of them to plan a dinner party that will be harmonious.

What are the brain areas involved with working memory? This type of memory is really the key function of the frontal areas. Think of a scratch pad maintained in the frontal lobes that the rest of the brain can then consult and become familiar with over time. Since working memory depends primarily on the prefrontal cortex, it varies with age. Young children have difficulty organizing themselves, keeping their attention focused, and managing multiple things at a time.

If working memory is a scratch pad, then long-term memory is its filing system. A transfer occurs from working memory into long-term memory, where knowledge is organized into complex concepts. Our intelligence is related to our ability to transfer information from working memory to long-term memory. Information in our working memory is known as cognitive
load. If that load is exceeded, information isn’t encoded and cannot be transferred to long-term memory. Technology, especially the Internet, increases cognitive load and interferes with the formation of long-term memory.

So let’s start building our working memory with an easy example: backward digit span. This is similar to the earlier exercise we did, but this time if you hear or read 1234, instead of 1234, you respond with 4321. Try it for 4-digit numbers, 5-digit numbers, 6-digit numbers, and maybe even 7-digit numbers. After doing numbers, try spelling words backward. “World” is D-L-R-O-W. Progress to “hospital,” “democracy” (which is a tough one)—and if you really get good, try a word like “irresponsibility.” Always work on maintaining or building up your skill level.

Here is another exercise for you to try. Put out some coins—dimes, nickels, and quarters. If someone were to ask you how you would total these, you would more than likely first count all of, say, the nickels; then the dimes; and then the quarters. If you really want to test your working memory, count them in such a way that you have to keep a separate running total of each type of coin. Another way to do it is to total the coins in terms of their value. Keep them on separate tracks—so if you have 2 quarters, you have 50 cents; 3 nickels are 15 cents; and 2 dimes are 20 cents—and then at the end, add
them up. You should start with 2 types of coins and then work your way up, if you can, to 4. This is very difficult.

Recreational games are also good exercise for your working memory. The card game bridge forces you to remember and manipulate cards in play while you’re also exercising your general memory by remembering how that particular hand did the last time you were playing. On tests of working memory and reasoning, bridge players outperform people who don’t play bridge. Poker, incidentally, is just as good. Card counting is probably the most quintessential example of multitasking in some ways, but it’s mostly a test of working memory.

Notice that the exercises in working memory also involve creativity. They involve looking at things in great detail and being able to put them together. They also require heightened alertness and awareness, as well as the discovery of linkages between the past and the present. Working memory exercises can be a great learning and refreshing tool.

If working memory is a scratch pad, then long-term memory is its filing system.
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Putting Your Senses to Work
Lecture 8

It’s been shown that the retrieval context should equal the encoding context. There’s an amusing experiment done with a diving club. Some of the people in the diving club memorized a list of numbers while they were underwater, and the others learned the number list while they were on land. It was found later that the ones that were tested in the same situation, either underwater or on land, did better than those who learned underwater and were quizzed on land or vice versa.

Throughout history, many imaginative techniques have been suggested to improve memory. In this lecture, we will discuss some contemporary examples of powerful ways of supercharging your memory. First, let’s review a few general principles. The first principle is focus: Pay attention to what you’re trying to memorize. Second, search for meaning in the information; of course, this meaning will vary according to circumstance and to you as an individual. Use as many sensory faculties as possible—see it, hear it, and touch it. You can also put information in the form of an image. The clearer the image, the more likely you are to remember it. Third, you can also create a system of memory pegs, which we’ll discuss below.

Since paying attention is the most fundamental rule for improving memory, here are some quick warm-up exercises to sharpen attention—apply them just before memorizing. Rapidly scan a few pictures and then describe what you saw. Then look back and check for accuracy. Also try drawing something and then verbally describing what you have drawn.

Now that you’re warmed up, let’s learn how to use memory pegs. My personal method is to memorize a dozen neighborhood sites. For me, they are (1) my home, (2) a library, (3) a photo store, and so on. I rehearse them for a long time, forward and backward; they are very clear in my mind. Then I take each of the items I want to remember, like on a grocery list, and compose a vivid bizarre image of that item on a site that I have in my
memory. For instance, if I’m going to the store to get some soda, I might see a soda can reading a book in front of my home.

Make up your own list of places in your neighborhood. You could use your house or apartment, but I advise using the neighborhood because it’s more expansive. Practice the list until you can rapidly name it and see it. Then place your memory items in these pegs.

Now let’s move on to memorizing nonverbal material, which is a lot tougher. The key concept here is to increase your memory for nonverbal material without resorting to words or any type of internal dialogue. This calls on the right hemisphere, which handles activities like processing visual-spatial information. Jigsaw puzzles, for instance, are great stimulators of the right hemisphere.

Let’s practice a few right hemisphere exercises. Close your eyes and envision the room that you are in. Open your eyes and check for accuracy. Repeat this

### Exercise Your Brain with Television!

Here are exercises involving visual sequences that you can practice at home.

- Watch a television drama while recording it, and then replay it in your mind scene by scene. Watch it again to check the correctness of your memory.

- Do the same with a documentary: Mentally replay the program with its interviews and commentary. Then watch it again, and check how well you did.

- Watch a basketball or hockey game while recording it. After a score occurs, review in your mind what you think you observed—then play the program back and see how clearly you remembered the scoring situation.
exercise, paying attention to small details—like the number of magazines on a table. During the day, carry a camera with you and take pictures of various scenes. You can check later what you can remember and the accuracy of your recall.

Here are some pattern exercises that enhance right hemisphere functioning. Draw free-form designs, memorize them, and reproduce them—this is not only a test of memory but also of eye-hand coordination and motor memory. Memorize and sketch the layout of a room or the seating arrangements at a dinner table. Here’s a personal example of a waiter in one of my favorite restaurants. He never writes anything down, so I asked him how he does this. He told me he first visually memorizes the menu. As the customer orders, he substitutes that item on the menu with a mental picture of the customer. In the kitchen he reconverts from the picture to the menu item.

What do all these various memory exercises have in common? They force you to pay attention to what you’re trying to learn. They also encourage you to emphasize a visual format. We are visual creatures: The more vivid, dramatic, and bizarre the image, the more likely we are to remember it. Using memory techniques will hone your attentional abilities, help you link your memory with cognitive processes like learning and creativity, and may help stave off Alzheimer’s disease. Developing a superpower memory also links you to larger cultural currents. If you remember more, you experience more—so enriching your memory can enrich your life!

---
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If you wanted to decide whether someone is lying to you, would you sooner meet them face-to-face, or would you sooner talk to them on the telephone? ... Most people would respond they would sooner encounter the person face-to-face. They are convinced they could tell in an instant if the person was lying by doing such things as staring them in the eye. Actually, the telephone is better since emotional leakage is greater in the auditory than the visual sphere. The reason for that is from our earliest years, we’ve learned to control our facial expressions.

In this lecture, we look at an aspect of memory that we do not usually consider—emotional memory. Despite its importance, most of us have lost touch with how we experienced the world in the past. Let me give you an example. I recently went to my high school reunion. I noticed that I recognized some people but not others; I recognized some of my good friends more quickly. We began to reminisce about football games, dances, and whatnot. We remembered all the incidents and events, but the memories of the emotions that accompanied them were not as clear.

Emotional memory becomes increasingly elusive the further we dig into the past. To experience the loss of emotional memory, page through some personal pictures. Start with photos taken a few weeks ago and work your way back to photos from a few years ago. Emotional memory is associated with the right hemisphere processing. Patients with right hemisphere injuries can’t detect emotions in other people’s faces or voices. They have a general loss of emotional interpretive and expressive ability.

Let’s try several sense memory exercises based on the principle that the more vivid the sense memory, the greater the chances of establishing emotional memory. Indeed, by trying one of these exercises, you can learn much about emotional perception and memory. You may be able to evoke, explore, and even revisit your emotions—but approach these exercises in the spirit of play. Not taking yourself too seriously will give you a greater chance of making the exercises work.
The first exercise involves a partner. Sit together on the floor, maybe 2 or 3 feet apart, knees crossed, facing each other. Ask the other person to close her eyes and think of an emotion that is very sad. She is not to make any facial movements; she is only supposed to think these thoughts. Study her face as she’s thinking about this. Then have her clear her face and think of something neutral. Then have her think of something happy. Observe her carefully. After that’s over, you switch roles and work through the exercise again—sad, neutral, happy.

Afterward, compare notes about what you were thinking and what you saw in each other’s faces. Was there anything that you noticed in her face? And when she had her eyes open, was there anything you saw in her eyes? It’s important here not to inhibit facial expression but to remain vulnerable. It’s a very unusual opportunity to be able to learn what someone is actually thinking—because she’s going to tell you—and then compare that to what you picked up while you were looking at her. You can compare the things that she picked up in your facial expression and your eyes that you didn’t in hers, and vice versa. The aim is for you to participate in her experience and for her to participate in yours.

The second exercise involves olfaction, which is the surest sense for enhancing emotional memory. Smell and taste are evocative because of the direct connection of olfactory nerve with the brain’s limbic system. Invite some friends to your home, and have each of them bring something with a distinctive, pleasing smell: fresh cookies, sandalwood, mowed grass. Line the items up and have each person smell them and see what they bring forth in terms of memory. See if you can come up with a specific emotionally

Distinctive smells can bring up memories, allowing you to revisit the feelings you experienced then.
charged incident associated with a scent. Use that memory to re-create and express the feelings aroused at that time.

Here is a third exercise of your emotional memory. Look at a picture of yourself taken when you were half your current age. Then write a letter from the perspective of you at that time to you now. Write all your concerns about school, career, whether you’re going to get married, your friends, and so on. When you’re finished, respond with a letter to that earlier you in which you relate how all of the things you were so concerned about resolved themselves and you now have other issues in your life. This exercise, if done in the spirit of playfulness, can unite the emotions of earlier years with current emotions—an integrative process.

The goal of all these exercises is to relive not only the memory of your experiences but also the emotions accompanying those experiences. Create memory exercises of your own, remembering to remain alert to current sensations and link them with similar sensations in the past and the emotions they evoked. If the exercises are successful, you will recover memories of experiences you haven’t thought about in years.
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Questions to Consider

1. How does emotional memory differ from other types of memory we have studied in this course?

2. Why is it important to reestablish contact with our emotional memory?
Many world-class performers have weighed in on the side of deliberate practice. Marlon Brando, for instance, in a famous interview with Larry King, made the comment that with the proper training anyone—literally anyone—could be an actor.

Deliberate practice is the key to improving brain performance and creativity. Neuroscience and psychological research have recently confirmed the effectiveness of this ancient method, which takes advantage of the brain’s ability to respond when pushed to the limits. The most important components of deliberate practice are to remain fully aware of what you are doing and to concentrate on those aspects of your performance that you find most difficult.

The goal of deliberate practice is the formation of a flexible memory representation. In one experiment, experienced professional musicians were pitted against good amateur musicians. They were both asked to play under changed conditions. They were asked to play every other note, play using only one hand, or transpose into a different key. Experienced musicians had no problem with that, but good amateurs failed miserably. This experiment illustrates what is meant by encoding and retaining a mental representation: Once it is encoded, it can be manipulated and altered.

In essence, people with extraordinary abilities learn to use their brains differently. For example, chess masters activate their frontal and parietal cortices—the areas involved in long-term memory. Chess amateurs, in contrast, activate their medial temporal lobes—those involved in coding new information. The chess masters are using long-term memory to recognize positions and retrieve their frontal-lobe storage of vast amounts of chess information based on years of practice and learning. Chess amateurs are employing the less effective, case-by-case approach.

Experts develop a long-term working memory. In the lecture on working memory, we defined it as the ability to actively manipulate information. The
results of working memory may later be stored in long-term memory depending on our interests and goals. Long-term working memory involves incorporating the accumulated reservoir of information gathered over many years into an instantly accessible form. The degree of expertise depends on how much the person knows and how quickly and easily that information can be retrieved. PET scans confirm increased frontal activity in experts.

Is the ability to form unusually large long-term memories a genetic trait, or is it based on individual effort and persistence? The answer to that question has important implications: If genius is genetic, then most of us are out of luck; but if individual effort is the essential component, then most people are capable of achieving impressive levels of performance. It turns out that deliberate practice is more important than natural talent in determining success.

One piece of evidence comes from a study of musical trainees at the Music Academy of Berlin. It was found that superior students, those who went on to have concert careers, practiced 24 hours a week while good students practiced only 9 hours per week. Similar patterns of long and intensive practice are found among athletes, chess players, mathematicians, and memory virtuosos.
So exceptional performers are not necessarily endowed with superior brains. Rather, the brain, thanks to its plasticity, can be modified by deliberate practice. That approach will enable you to achieve high levels of performance in your area of interest. But to do that you have to be willing to put in a lot of effort.
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Questions to Consider

1. What distinguishes the approach of an amateur from that of a professional to sports or playing a musical instrument?

2. How many years of deliberate practice does it take to achieve mastery in a particular field of endeavor?
Think of technological aids as extensions of the brain. Our species, if you go back in history, started with sharpened stones in prehistory and evolved to handwritten scrolls, then to the printing press, pencils and pens, then to typewriters, and finally computer keyboards. Each aid offered an advance in information management.

You may have heard that the brain operates like a computer, but in fact that’s not true. It might surprise you to know that the lion’s share of brain processing takes place unconsciously, as when we’re dancing or driving a car. If you are learning a new dance step, the worst thing you can do is become actively aware of your feet and where they are. Don’t try to micromanage your brain by giving it too much conscious direction. I’m referring here to the cognitive unconscious, which is the mental processing that takes place outside of conscious awareness.

The cognitive unconscious is the main part of our mental processing. It starts at the level of the neuron and extends upward to the level of everyday behavior. For example, neuronal responses in the primary auditory cortex are tuned to the personal meaning of a sound. The more important the sound, the more attuned the cell becomes. You’ve had the experience of being at a loud party and hearing someone say your name across the room. You hear it, but your friend does not. They didn’t hear it because their brain isn’t attuned to the sound of your name. This preferential recognition has been measured: Your brain responds to the ring tone of your cell phone more quickly than to other cell phone rings.

Culture, rather than biology, is now the greatest influence on brain development. Our culture is inseparable from technology and has been so since the development of the microchip, which is the heart of modern technology. We use portable computers to extend the brain’s power. Software programs enhance our speed of response, our working memory, our imaging ability, our reasoning, and our ability to calculate and abstract.
In the book *Total Recall*, Gordon Bell, who is the principal researcher at Microsoft Research, tells of the power unleashed by combining digital recording, digital storage, and digital search. He writes, “With the speed of modern computers, it has become possible to index every word and phrase in every document and to search all of them in an instant. Indexing is the mechanism by which associative memory becomes possible.” Automated research has limitations, of course. A research program isn’t able to notice correlations and connections that come naturally to you. You can also recognize opportunities to change the program midstream and look at things from a different perspective.

There’s also a dark side to technology and its influence on the brain. By juggling e-mail, cell phones, laptop computers, and e-books, we’re bringing about changes in how our brains operate. We’re in the age of distraction, where attention and focus are becoming endangered species. We simply have too many sources of information. The top-down processing by the frontal lobes is interfered with by excessive bottom-up informational processing from the sensory channels. As a result, the deep processing of information is replaced by skimming and surfing.

Nonetheless, the computer has brought about dramatic changes in the way we think. A personal computer brings about a fundamental change in subjective experience: We can link past, present, and future to create personal synthesis and integration. We can revisit earlier thoughts and productions; the you of right now can revisit the you of an earlier time. You can think of it as a form of experiential time travel.
Video Gaming: Friend or Foe?

Video gaming has burgeoned in recent years: 500 million people around the world now spend more than an hour a day playing video games. The most avid gamers spend 25 hours a week. So what are the positive and negative brain effects of video gaming?

Pros:

- Action video games improve peripheral visual attention and enhance eye-hand coordination and reflex responses.
- Video games increase contrast sensitivity, which is important in night driving.
- Games involving teamwork increase collaboration skills.
- Video games can increase some components of IQ. In fact, action video games are more likely to enhance your brain function than the brain gyms that are advertised.

Cons:

- There’s evidence that video games can be harmful, addictive, and habit forming. Here in the United States, efforts are being made to add video game addiction to the next edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual.
- Some gamers experience high intensity immersion, in which they become so absorbed they isolate themselves from everybody else.
- Gamers can experience situated immersion: the illusion of existing within the game. The richness and quality of one’s personal life offsets the likelihood of immersion.
So how can you safely enjoy video gaming? First, play no more than 2 to 3 hours per week, and limit your sessions to an hour. Second, avoid games that feature gratuitous violence. Studies have found evidence that violent video games may lead to desensitization to real-life violence. A study of U.S. and Japanese children found that children who play violent games tend to be more aggressive in real life. The challenge is to reap the benefits of action video games while avoiding the potential downsides.
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Neuroscientists have recently come up with another surprising finding called super-aging. The brains of some elderly people lack tau-tangle formation or have fewer tangles than are typically found in normal aging. ... This has profound implications for our understanding of the aged brain: Perhaps degenerative changes are not inevitable.

We’ve learned a lot in this course about how our brain works and how to care for it. In this final lecture, I want to leave you with some straightforward recommendations for things you can start doing immediately to organize your brain fitness. By challenging your brain to learn new information throughout your life, you build up your cognitive reserve. This works the same way as planning for retirement by building up a monetary reserve: You improve your cognitive capacity in later years by acquiring education and knowledge throughout your life and feeding your curiosity.

The more cognitive reserve you’ve built up over your lifetime, the less you will be affected by brain disease. People with higher cognitive reserve are better at recruiting alternative nerve-cell networks or increasing the efficiency of existing networks in response to age-related changes. Yaakov Stern of Columbia University has found that greater cognitive reserve is linked with greater activation in the frontal lobes. As you’ve learned in this course, the frontal lobes are key to our most advanced brain functioning. If not stimulated, the frontal lobes function less well as we age.

We want to be really reasonable in our expectations of increasing our cognitive abilities, so keep 2 caveats in mind. First, it’s possible that people who start with higher IQs are drawn to activities that will increase their cognitive reserve. Some people of higher IQ may even get increased satisfaction from cognitive stimulation. Second, conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease are indeed diseases and in some cases are inherited. But it’s better for us to assume we are part of the majority who will benefit from building up our cognitive reserve.
So, what should you do right now? Start with things that you are attracted to do and do well at—but also work on things that don’t come so easily. Try things that you usually don’t do. If you’re a lawyer, get interested in math or physics; if you’re already a mathematician, get into literature or history. Whatever you do, the goal is to build the brain you want to live with for the rest of your life.

In choosing projects to build up your cognitive reserve, make sure they are the right ones for you as an individual. If you are a competitive person, poker may be better for you than bridge (where teamwork is important). Practice your reasoning skills, memory training, and speed of processing with puzzles and games. Your quest for cognitive excellence will also be aided by healthy and positive mental states. If you feel depressed or otherwise not right, don’t ignore it—try to find out why so you can return to a healthy state.

Remember to keep things in perspective. Take what the ancients called the long view, linking the past, present, and future. This, of course, involves frontal cortex.

Don’t waste mental energy on things you can’t control; most stressful situations arise when we feel dependent on circumstances we can do little about. Avoid sinking into learned helplessness, which is perceiving yourself as helpless and unable to control stress. The remedy is to focus on decisions that you can make now.

Most of all, beware of golden shackles dilemmas. These are situations in which something is pretty good, you’re getting benefits from it, but the situation on the whole is negative. These scenarios can require a painful decision, such as finding a new job or getting a divorce. Keep in mind that the stress of not acting can lead to depression, anxiety, sleep disturbance, memory loss, impaired concentration, and impaired well-being. Don’t let momentary feelings govern your behavior. Feelings can affect behavior, but it also works the other way: Behavior can affect feelings. So try doing it until you feel it. If you act enthusiastically, you will begin to actually feel enthusiastic.
A special recommendation I have for you is to develop a magnificent obsession. Successful people often have obsessive character traits; they sometimes use these to their advantage but sometimes use them to fret about things. The antidote is a magnificent obsession. Take up a subject that interests you but is unrelated to your background, education, profession, or life experience. Devote an hour a day to improving your performance in this area of interest.

Please actively practice the exercises that I’ve suggested during this course. Find ways to tailor them to your own interests so that you’ll look forward to practicing them, because only with practice will you have the best chance of optimizing your brain function.

Optimize Your Brain Fitness with a Healthy Lifestyle

What actions should you take to keep your brain in good condition? Here are some immediate steps you can take.

- Get enough sleep at night, and take naps.
- Eat right and exercise. Both of these are things you can do with friends, which is important because isolation and loneliness can impair brain function.
- Increase your capacity for sustained attention and concentration with attentional exercises. Here, too, you can add a social element, as with playing bridge or chess.
- Increase your finger and hand dexterity: Try Jenga, juggling, model building, video games, playing a musical instrument, or enhancing your penmanship.
- Spend less time watching television.
• Try to maintain a healthy sense of humor. (Humor appreciation has been associated with longevity.)

• Develop an appreciation of different styles of art. It’s thought now that different brain areas are activated by different styles of painting.

• Develop an appreciation of different styles of music. Music can elevate your mood and activate regions of the brain involved in emotion, reward, motivation, and arousal. Attend a concert with a friend—or even better, go dancing with friends to combine the benefits of music, socialization, and exercise.
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